32,000 Members

- Annual Meeting: Vancouver; new registration fee/process, experiential learning
- Axon Registry® successfully tested with nearly 900 neurologists and 1.5M patient records
- Three-year Conrad N. Hilton Foundation grant to increase medical students entering neurology by 25%
- Neurology on the Hill brought 184 members, 35 AHA/ASA stroke advocates to 253 congressional offices
- Clinical Research Training Scholars Program increased to $2.8M; new Career Development Award and Neurology Research Training Scholarship
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- Annual Meeting: Washington, DC
- Solo and Small Practice Task Force identified neurologists’ issues, affirmed value of AAN products and services
- Neurologist Burnout Task Force examined high burnout rate and low work-life balance; Live Well campaign launched to mitigate burnout
- Leadership Programs evaluated, rebranded, and expanded over neurology career spectrum
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